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Lithuanian Gold Vodka
Selected grain, grown in the fields 
of Lithuania, crystal clear water 
and the formula elaborated by 
the experts of ‘Strumbras’ over 
many years serve as the basis of 
this vodka, which renders it soft 
taste and particular purity. 
Irreproachable high quality of the 
vodka is secured by crystal clear 
water filtered six times, rectified 
‘Lux’ grade ethyl 
alcohol. Certified Kosher

Alc: 40%/Vol.                       
Bottle: 750 ml
Qty in case: 12

UPC: 879371000052

Lithuanian Original Vodka
Natural raw materials and softening 
additives render exceptional
taste qualities to Original Vodka. 
Alimentary   rectified ‘Lux’ grade
ethyl   alcohol   is mixed  with  crystal 
clear spring water,  filtered   
through  quartz filters.  “Lithuanian 
original” was awarded gold medal at 
San Francisco World Spirits 
Competition in 2006, and silver medal 
at The International Review of Spirits 
2005 exibition-Beverage Tasting 
Institute Chicago.
Certified Kosher

Alc: 40%/Vol.
Bottle: 750 ml
Qty in case: 12

UPC: 879371000069



Lithuanian Black Edition Vodka 

The secret of this vodka is its exceptional water.  Filtered 
through very rare carbon structured minerals, its clarity is as 
pure as natural spring water.  Superlative crystal clear vodka is 
born from both this water and spirit distilled from wild grown 
Lithuanian grain passing through specially produced gold 
filters for a taste and smoothness that is unmatched.         
40% Alc./Vol.  750ml UPC: 879371000410



Lithuanian Vodka Cranberry Lithuanian Vodka Black Currant Lithuanian Vodka Cherry

Made of the highest-quality ethyl alcohol of 
the LUX type and natural cranberry juice, 
which create the harmony of 
irreproachable taste, unique aroma and 
characteristic color. Natural berries in the 
bottle! Certified Kosher

Made of the highest-quality ethyl alcohol of 
the LUX type and natural black currant 
juice. The vodka has the taste and fresh 
aroma of Lithuanian currants. Natural 
berries in the bottle!
Certified Kosher

Made of the highest-quality ethyl alcohol of 
the LUX type and natural cherry juice. 
Natural cherries contained in the bottle 
render natural cherry flavor and rich flavor. 
Natural berries in the bottle! Certified 
Kosher

Alc: 40% volume                        
Bottle: 750 ml
Qty in case: 12
UPC: 879371000120

Alc: 40% volume                        
Bottle: 750 ml
Qty in case: 12
UPC: 879371000397

Alc: 40% volume                        
Bottle: 750 ml
Qty in case: 12
UPC: 879371000182



Ozone Vodka
OZONE is Premium 40% alc./volume vodka produced from the grain grown in the fertile fields of Lithuania and distilled through a rare process perfected by 
Stumbras with a tradition of almost 100 years.
Proud traditions coupled with modern distillation methods make OZONE vodka a unique spirit with distinctive character and especially smooth taste. 
“OZONE vodka” was awarded silver medal at one of the most prestigious annual competitions for spirit drinks held at the Beverage Testing Institute in 
Chicago.   Available in Original, Lime and Blood Orange flavors.   Certified Kosher
40%  Alc. by Vol.  For original; 38% Alc. By Vol. for flavors
Bottle: 750 ml
Qty in case: 12

UPC: 87937100090 UPC: 87937100441 UPC: 879371000427 UPC: 879371000472UPC: 879371000557



Tsarsky Pokrov Original Vodka
Tsarsky Pokrov vodka is created from 
wild grain grown on windswept fields 
and crystal clear glacial water. It’s then 
triple distilled and filtered.  Well priced 
and Kosher certified, Pokrov vodka is 
made naturally in the  old world 
tradition.

Certified Kosher

Alc: 40%/Vol.                     
Bottle: 750 ml
Qty in case: 12
UPC: 879371000106
Original flavor also available in 100ml, 
200ml, 1L and 1.75L sizes.

Cranberry Pepper-HoneyOriginal
UPC: 879371000106 UPC: 879371000939 UPC: 879371000946



Tsarsky Pokrov Premium Edition Vodka

Tsarsky Pokrov Vodka Premium Edition Vodka is the state 
patronage, which contains quality, classical taste and old 
traditions of production.  Real vodka, purified by silver.

Certified Kosher

Alc: 40%/Vol.                      
Bottle: 750 ml
Qty in case: 12
UPC: 4770033224198



The first organic vodka made in Lithuania, Stumbras Organic Vodka is produced 
according to a certified and strictly controlled production process. Grain spirit made 
from wheat grown on an organic farm, deep subsurface water and filtration through 
linen filter – a technique new to Lithuania – give Stumbras Organic Vodka its 
unique and exceptionally smooth taste.

Stumbras Organic Vodka



Probably the most traditional vodka in our collection, STUMBRAS
VODKA Rye was first produced in 1841 and dates back to the times
when there were 1,260 state vodka and spirit factories operating
in Lithuania. Back then, rye was considered to be the best raw
material to distil, and that is what gives this vodka its
characteristic taste of fresh bread.

STUMBRAS RYE VODKA

When enjoying STUMBRAS VODKA Rye, freeze it until it is viscous
and then pour it into a frosted shot glass. Li_ the glass a bit to
watch as it emits an icy vapor from the warmth of your hand. Take
a sip, but don’t swallow it immediately – let your tongue feel the
burning cold and wait a moment for the subtleties of its flavor to
unfold.



This vodka has, most likely, remained unchanged since 1906,
which is when grain vodka began to be produced in Kaunas using
classical production methods.
STUMBRAS VODKA Classic embodies the tradition and mastery of
vodka distillers, which is why it is valued by those who enjoy a
classic taste. It has a mild flavor, with a barely perceptible wheat
aroma.

STUMBRAS VODKA CLASSIC

When enjoying STUMBRAS VODKA Classic, freeze it until it is
viscous and then pour it into a frosted shot glass. Li_ the glass a
bit to watch as it emits an icy vapor from the warmth of your
hand. Take a sip, but don’t swallow it immediately – let your
tongue feel the burning cold and wait a moment for the subtleties
of its flavor to unfold.



This is likely the same vodka that was being distilled in Lithuania
back in 1921, when the country was recovering and 25 distilleries
used to buy so many potatoes that there would sometimes be
shortages and they would have to import them from abroad.
Compared with other types of vodka, it takes three times more
raw materials and time to produce potato vodka, which is why it is
fairly rare. However, the result is definitely worth the effort:
STUMBRAS VODKA Potato has a taste that is impossible to confuse
with any other – it is distinctive, a bit thick in consistency, and
slightly sweet.

When enjoying STUMBRAS VODKA Potato, freeze it until it is
viscous and then pour it into a frosted shot glass. Lift the glass a
bit to watch as it emits an icy vapor from the warmth of your
hand. Take a sip, but don’t swallow it immediately – let your
tongue feel the burning cold and wait a moment for the subtleties
of its flavor to unfold.

STUMBRAS POTATO VODKA



Trejos devynerios or Three Nines is a “magical” synonym of the number 27. The herb brandy, made by Stumbras AB, as written in the 
ancient recipe, contains 27 botanicals. Other components are a well kept secret. Alcohol strength – 40%. In the production of bitter 
Stumbras uses only rectified cereal ethyl alcohol of the “Lux” kind drinking water filtered through six-stage filtration system (including 
filtration in the way of reverse osmosis), and ratafia made of 27 different herbs, applying a specific technology.  Certified Kosher
Alc: 40% Vol.
Bottle: 750ml
Qty in case: 12
UPC: 879371000434

Modern classic.
Exotic citrus

and herb taste
UPC: 879371000564

New classic.
Sweet herbs taste

UPC: 879371000151

Old classic.
Bitter herbs taste

UPC: 879371000434



Krupnikas Honey Liqueur
A traditional Baltic drink since 1593, 
Krupnikas has an outstanding honey-sweet 
taste and spicy bouquet with a strong, 
warming effect.  Perfect to drink warm in 
the winter as well as on the rocks during 
the summer.
Alc: 40% Vol.
Bottle 750ml
Qty in case 12
UPC: 879371000540



Honey Mead Wine “Bociu”

Amber colored mead of 14 % alcohol by volume with the 
mixed aroma of honey, hops, and juniper berries. It is made 
with the best matured Lithuanian mead kinds by fermentation 
of the nutritious beer yeast.

It is matured and stored in the cellars at the temperature of 
10°C in the stainless steel barrels for a year. 

The meister called this mead by the name of the elders –
Bočių in respect of Lithuanian past and traditions of the 
ancient Lithuanians who made and used mead as a ritual drink.

Alc: 14% volume                        
Bottle: 1 L
Qty in case: 4
UPC: 4770037220462

Mead Nectar “Suktinis”

The drink named after the popular Lithuanian folk dance is the most 
popular mead of all meads currently produced. The deep amber 
color is reached by the use of natural blueberry, black currant and 
raspberry juice. This drink of great aroma and taste is of 50 % 
alcohol by volume, the process of maturity takes 18-20 months, it is 
poured into little glasses and taken with tea, coffee, and it goes well 
with spicy meat dishes. It is used in cooking, marinating. In 2004 
Suktinis was acknowledged as the Lithuanian Product of the Year 
and granted a status of culinary heritage. 

Alc: 50% volume
Bottle: 1 L
Qty in case: 4
UPC: 4770037221636



B&I Overseas Trading, Inc.
Importer and Distributor of fine International Beverages

7712 Densmore Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91406
P: (818) 285-6936
F: (818) 285-6937

Email: info@bioverseas.com
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